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Spoken Web
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• IVR telephone system

• Dial-up voice sites

• Interactive

• Interconnected



Sharing
• Sharing locations on the internet = easy

• Usually: send a link



Sharing

• Sharing locations on the Spoken Web = difficult

• No way to share a specific location 

• Spoken Web is:

• a complex hierarchy

• not easily searchable



• Eight current users interviewed

• Shared via:

• Memorisation

• Playback

• Phone number

• Navigation instructions

• A demonstrated need for a better solution

Study: existing sharing



Related work

Audio-based
sharing [34]

High-end inputs; low-
end devices [29]

Sharing during calls 
[7]

 

display her location, shown as a circle before sending the 
map1. To assist the user with selecting and preparing 
content while talking on the phone, Newport Mobile also 
provides options for controlling important phone functions 
(e.g. speakerphone, end call, etc.), viewing a history of 
screens received, and sending the current screen.  

Newport Desktop Client’s Sharing Options dialog (Figure 
2) supports the same features as those on the mobile client 
and provides the option to launch desktop screen sharing if 
the caller is also near a computer. Desktop sharing 
functionality coupled with voice can be done with software 
such as Skype, but the Newport Desktop Client also 
facilitates accessing the phone’s files and functionality from 
the computer including putting the phone in speakerphone 
mode or ending the call. This enables the user to 
effortlessly switch back and forth between the mobile 
phone and computer. For example, when a user clicks the 
photos button on the computer, it accesses the mobile phone 

                                                             
1 Newport reported simulated locations for user study tasks 
requiring participants to ask for directions. A participant 
received a random location to simulate being lost. 

file system and displays photos from the mobile phone on 
the computer. This allows the user to take advantage of the 
computer’s larger display and enhanced input capabilities 
and makes Newport unique from other sharing software. 
Newport is also designed so users can leave the computer 
and solely use the mobile phone when mobility is desired 
without disrupting an ongoing conversation on the phone. 
To use the mobile phone in conjunction with the computer, 
the two devices must be paired together on Bluetooth once. 
If the devices have not been paired before, Newport Mobile 
scans for computers nearby running Newport Desktop 
Client and prompts the user to connect to the computer.  

Sharing Architecture 
We now describe the architecture of Newport using the 
example of “Alice” sharing photos with “Bob” during a 
phone call shown in Figure 3. First, Alice calls Bob on her 
mobile phone. Her laptop, running Newport Desktop Client 
in the background and paired to her phone, recognizes the 
phone call using Bluetooth and displays caller identification 
information on the screen (Figure 3: #1). Bob answers the 
call on his phone.  

When Alice sends a photo to Bob, Newport Mobile 
transfers the photo to her computer via Bluetooth (Figure 3: 
#2). Newport Desktop Client uploads the file to the cloud 
(Figure 3: #3). Once Newport Mobile receives an 
acknowledgement that the file has been uploaded (Figure 3: 
#4), it sends an SMS to Bob’s phone with information 
about how to obtain the file in a simplified XML format 
(Figure 3: #5).  

On Bob’s phone, Newport Mobile intercepts SMS text 
messages (Figure 3: #6) and checks the SMS for suitable 
XML tags that contain file location information or events 
for the software to handle. Text messages without such tags 
are ignored by the software and sent to the default message 
service on the phone, allowing a user to view the text 
message normally. When a Newport SMS message arrives, 
if Bob’s phone is also near a paired computer running 
Newport Desktop Client, Newport Mobile sends the file 
name over Bluetooth to Newport Desktop Client on Bob’s 
computer (Figure 3: #7), which downloads the file from 
cloud services (Figure 3: #8) and then sends it via Bluetooth 
to Bob’s phone (Figure 3: #9). If Bob is not near a paired 
computer, Newport Mobile can use the phone’s data 
connection to download the file. Sharing using Newport 
Desktop Client occurs in a similar fashion. If the user 
wishes to browse photos on her phone from the computer, a 
request is sent over Bluetooth to the mobile phone. 

Newport is written in Microsoft .NET C#. The software 
runs on any Windows Mobile phone with Bluetooth 
capabilities. To access phone call functions, Newport relies 
on the .NET compact framework and Microsoft’s 
Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI). 
Bluetooth communication between the mobile phone and 
the desktop computer is done over a Bluetooth serial 

 

Figure 1. Newport Mobile includes notes, photos and maps 
applications that allow users to share screen captures and 

make annotations on the screen captures. 

 

 

Figure 2. Newport Desktop Client’s photo browsing feature 
has similar features to Newport Mobile including shared 

screen annotation. Full computer desktop screen sharing is 
also available in the Newport Desktop Client. 



Our approach

• ACoustic Quick Response codes:  ACQR 

• Synchronise via DTMF tones

• Completely service-side

• Usable on any phone



(video)



User Interaction
• Audio codes for sharing: ACQR



User Interaction
• Audio codes for sharing: ACQR
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User Interaction
• Audio codes for sharing: ACQR



User Interaction
• Audio codes for sharing: ACQR



Scenarios

• Use of audio supports multiple sharing relationships
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One-to-One One-to-Several One-to-Many



Robustness Evaluation

• Recognition testing

• Various environments with differing ambient noise.

• 200 sharing tasks in each environment
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Robustness Evaluation
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Environment Ambient noise 
(dB)

Recognition rate 
(%)

Inside, quiet room 26 99.5

Outside, quiet park 46 99.5

Inside, information radio show 62 98.5

Inside, busy marketplace 69 98.0

In car while driving (50mph) 77 98.0

Outside, alongside busy highway 79 97.0

Inside, loud music 82 98.0

Inside, very loud music 101 84.5

Average 96.6



Focus groups, Rural India



Findings

• “very helpful. 100% useful”

• “[the ACQR service] saves a lot of time, it is 
efficient and good for sharing between farmers”

• “this is [an] extremely useful medium where we can 
share with each other very fast”
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Long-term Field 
Deployment

• Continuously available to Spoken Web users for 8 
months (at time of writing)

• Main users: Gujarati speaking farmers, mixed literacy, 
from rural Gujarat, India



Findings

• Used by 358 individuals (35% of the 1033 unique 
callers over the period)

• 246 tried sharing; 267 tried receiving; many tried 
both:

• Send actions: 1202

• Receive actions: 1004
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Usage
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• To date: 294 successful sharing actions



Conclusions

• New ways of interacting with audio-only services

• Re-seeing existing infrastructure
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